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Ultra High Definition TV system: Great Success at NAB Show

The first overseas showings of Ultra High Definition TV
system known as Super Hi-Vision (SHV) system took
place at the world's largest electronic media show,

NAB12006 from April 24 to April 27, in Las Vegas, Nevada,
USA. NHK screened an SHV program at a theater at the
convention, and exhibited SHV video's heightened sensation
of presence and the latest SHV-support equipment2.      

The theater was equipped with a 400-inch screen and a 22.2
channel audio system. The introductory SHV program
featured still pictures, video clips from the Grand Sumo
tournament, re-edited material for EXPO 2005 and location
shoots in New York. Visitors to the theater could experience the strong sensation of presence given by
the SHV system. In addition to the pre-established materials, the theater also presented live video taken
with an SHV camera installed on the roof of the NAB2006 event site. The compressed signal was
transmitted to the theater at 640 Mbit/s.

Over the four days of the convention, 8,400 people, including many prominent individuals such as the
film director James Cameron, viewed the presentations. The screening's great popularity was evidenced
by the long line-up of people and the one-hour wait to get into the theater.

Our SHV received a great response, and we sensed that rising anticipation in the United States for
ultrahigh-definition video and large-screen displays will help to boost our efforts at standardization and
commercialization of SHV.  
1 National Association of Broadcasters
2 The cooperating exhibitors included Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation, NHK Enterprises, Inc., NHK Engineering

Services, Inc., and companies involved in the development of SHV system equipment, Micron Technology, Inc., Fujinon
Corporation, Ikegami Tsushinki Co., Ltd., Astrodesign, Inc., Keisoku Giken Co., Ltd., and Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.
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Gaze Data Measuring Experiment on Elementary School Children
Watching "News for Kids Weekly"

T he movement of a viewer's line of sight is influenced by their state of mind, which is considered to
have an especially close relationship with their attentive state. Based on this understanding, we
are developing a technology to objectively gauge how a program is evaluated by viewers.

Recently, we conducted an experiment in cooperation with the NHK Broadcasting Culture Research
Institute and the NHK Program Production Department to study how a certain directorial technique in
an actual broadcast program affected the interest and attention of viewers.

In the experiment, 28 elementary school children watched a "News for Kids Weekly" program, which
is broadcast on the NHK General TV channel at 6:10 P.M. on Saturdays. We measured the movements of
their gaze. An analysis of these measurements showed certain trends, such as concentrated focus on a
CG character, a person's face, text, and a moving object. We also had the children fill out a questionnaire
that was presented to them as a comprehension test. The responses revealed that the percentage of
correctly answered questions tends to rise when more attention, i.e., their gaze, was directed to the area

of the screen in which the answer could be
found.

These results raised the prospect of
evaluating directional effects and ease of
comprehension through such an analysis of the
viewers' gazes while watching programs. In the
future, we will develop a more accurate
program evaluation technology by
incorporating analyses on brain activity. body
movement, etc.

(Kazuteru KOMINE, Principal Research Engineer,
                                   Human & Information Science) 
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Construction of "Invisible Panel" to Display Information to Performers that
is Invisible to a TV Camera

A virtual studio is an image composition technology that enables new video expressions where a
program's cast looks as if they are in the world of computer graphics (CGs). Program production
in a virtual studio requires that the cast act while looking at a composed image displayed in a

monitor installed in a location invisible to the camera. This has caused problems, such as unnatural
timing or line-of-sight. To solve these issues, we constructed an invisible display panel that can be
installed close to performers without being noticed by those watching the TV program.

We had already developed an information presentation technology that used "invisible light." This
system employs a special projection light that does not appear in a TV camera image but is visible to
performers. This is realized through intermissive light display, through the synchronization of the
projected image with the electronic shutter of a TV camera. The new advancement in this research

produced an "invisible panel" that integrates a screen with this
"invisible light," to make the presented information clearly
visible even in a brightly-lit studio. This system is installed
near the performers in a scene to present information such as a
composed image or script lines with the aim of assisting them
to achieve good timing and a natural line-of-sight. 

This "invisible panel" is employed in programs such as
"Whiz-Kids TV MAX," in addition to new 2006 programs, such
as "Next, The World's Most Popular Programs."

(Takashi FUKAYA, Principal Research Engineer, 
Human & Information Science)Invisible panel used in studio to present information to casts


